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DiBona smokes ·elections, secures 2nd term 
by Sandra Pedlclnl 
STAFF REPORTER 
votes, 28.2 percent; Wick and 
his running mate, Carmen 
Pellosie, earned a grand total of 
Jason DiBona, you've just 49 votes. 
won UCF' s student body presi- They didn't come in dead last, 
dential elections for the sec- though - fictional candidates 
ond time in a row. What are G.G. Marlin and running mate 
you going to do now? SammySlothearnedafewvotes, 
"I'm gonna go to class," Atwood said. 
DiBona said, exhuberant after "Afried potato with broccoli on 
hours of partying while wait- top, or something like that" came 
ing for election results. in last, Atwood said. 
=====::::;i 
"I've got a test that I _!: -t ~ Puffing on a cigar, 
haven'tstudiedfor,but ),~-~- ~ the first incumbent 
' 1 " I 14 • \! 'd c Im gonna go to c ass. 1 ~ f/~ -: pres1 enttowina U F 
The Jason DiBona/ .,. ~,,, ))~ election strutted 
Mark Dogoli victory Student through the crowd of 
was expected even be- Government . supporters, accepting 
fore Election Commis- handshakes and hugs 
sioner KimAtwoodannounced andyelling, "Sixty-nine, dudes!" 
earlythismorningthatDiBona But when it came toques-
had captured 69.6 percent of tions about the campaign, 
the votes. Candidate David DiBona quickly got serious. 
Mann didn't even bother to "The only thing we had to 
wait around for the election face was apathy," he said. 
results, while DiBona and his His popularity slipped a 
sUlfPort ed p cheer- little this yeat; he received 
~ . ing with ciga1's in hand. ' ·' seven percent fewer votes than 
DiBonafacedtwoopponents: last year. 
·former senator Mann and new- DiBona said that many of 
comer Steven Wick. DiBonaand his supporters had the atti-
Dogoli captured 1,618 votes; tude that DiBona was already 
Mann and his running mate, going to win and so they didn't 
Warren Foley, received 655 have to bother voting for him. 
STUDENT VOTE 
Brooks Bryan places his choice for student body president in 
the ballot box Tuesday, afternoon .(Micha•• DeHOOSJ'FUTURE) 
Jason DiBona and Mark Dogoli celebrate outside the Student Government offices Thurs-
day morning after winning the student body presidential elections. (Chartes K. Morrow1FuruRE) 
DiBona said that it doesn't 
bother him that Mann did sub-
stantially betterthan last year. 
"He was more organized this 
year," DiBona conceded. 
The election was mainly a 
rehash oflast year's battle be-
tween. Mann and DiBona. 
Mann has repeatedly criticized 
the DiBona/Dogoli administra-
tion for not making any sig-
nificant accomplishments for 
students. 
ELECTION continued page 7 
Graduation moved to Q .. rena 
by Zlnthla Gonzalez 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
One senior who is firmly against the decision 
is Tammy Griffith. Griffith, who is graduating in 
May with a degree in mechanical engineering, 
The spring 1992 graduating class may. be walk- says it has taken her almost six years to finish her 
ing in downtown Orlando. degree. She looks forward to graduating in May 
A graduation commit~e's decision two weeks but said she will not walk if the graduation is in 
ago to hold one single graduation on ~~~~~~~~~ Orlando Arena. · 
7 p.m. May 4 in Orlando Arena has Since so many seniors plan to 
surprised many seniors expecting to "My opinion and graduate, having the ceremony at 7 
graduate on campus. feelings did not p.m. means that the ceremony will 
Many people were not aware of not be over until late in the night, 
the decision until Dr. Robert Bryan, seem to matter.,, Griffith said .. She says that is unfair 
UCF's interim president, wrote a forgraduateswhohavefamiliesthat 
letter to The Central Florida Future do not live in Orlando. 
telling of the decision. -Jason DIBona "The graduating seniors have 
According to Dr. LevesterTubbs, SG PRESIDENT put a great amount of time and 
vicepresidentofStudentAffairsand money in order to receive their de-
a member of the committee, the decision was grees. When a decision like this regarding se-
made after consulting with Student Body Presi- niors is to be made, the seniors should have been 
dent Jason DiBona and several graduating se- consulted more," Griffith said. 
niors. Tubbs said that the response to hold the Barth Engert, who is responsible for organiz-
commencements at the OrlandoArena was favor- ing the commencement ceremonies, says he 
able. realizes the date is a problem, but that it was the 
However, DiBona reported that was not the 
case. He said he did not favor that alternative and 
that he communicated his feelings to Tubbs. 
"My opinion and feelings did not seem to mat-
ter in the decision," DiBona said. 
DiBona also said he has spoken to many se-
niors and that the date is not favorable to most. 
DiBona explained that most seniors feel that not 
having the ceremony on campus removes the 
spirit of graduation day. 
only one available. Engert explained that when 
the decisioR was made for the ceremony to be held 
at the Orlando Arena, the original date was for 
May 2, but the Arena will be occupied that day 
and May 4 was the closest day available. 
The decision to hold the ceremony at the 
Orlando Arena had nothing to do with the tech-
nical and architectural problems UCFs arena 
Graduation oontinued page 5 
- CLASSIFIEDS page 11 - . . . . · ·, _- _ ;}:.·. _.-
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ActivityandSern"C Fee 
The SfudBnf fn9inBBrin9 Council proudly presents 
[E [fl) ~ ~ [fl) (8}~ LI ~ 1/1 ~ F ©l ~ LI 
~ 9)9)2 
Tomorrow, Friday February 21st 
Noon till 5:00pm 
CEBA 1&2 
Featuring exhibits and activities by 
- U.C.F engineering clubs and organizations 
AT&T Microelectronics 
Harris Corporation 
Mcdonnell Douglas Space Systems 
Logicon Eagle Technology 
Harris GSSD 
EG&G 
Paver Systems 
and more! 
Come see tomorrow ... . Today! 
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State representative not impressed with UCF 
by Sandra Pediclni 
STAFF REPORTER 
While many officials praise UCF for 
effective lobbyingtechniques, one Florida 
representative isn't so thrilled with UCF 
working lunch after a long and hard - Sandra Rothwell, UCF." 
morning." "Hey Bruce McEwan, I'm a student at 
Attherally,studentssplitupbycounty UCF and a registered voter. We need 
and visited representatives and sena- your help. If we don't get it we will find it 
tors from their districts. elsewhere. Our education is suffering. 
ineffective. 
• students right now. 
Students in the Orange ~~~~~~~~~ More tuition and fewer 
County section included classes. I bet you could 
many UCF students as "/t reflects their graduate in four years. I 
"I know from 20 years of experience in 
lobbying that two things don't work with 
legislators," he said. "One is threats, and 
the otheris discourtesy. They don't work 
in the real world, and they don't work 
with legislators. 
·Representative Bruce McEwen re-
cently sent a letter to Director of Gov-
ernmental Relations Dr. Dan Holsenbeck 
criticizing UCF students for leavingnotes, 
some of them of a threateningnature, in his 
well as students at other ignorance Of wish I could!" 
schools who still have ties Not all of the notes 
Student Government Director of Leg-
islative Affairs Tom Leek said that 
McEwen was dismissing the students' 
concerns about the budget. to Orange County. the process at threatened McEwen with 
• office while he was orit to lunch during the 
Florida Student Association's rally on Feb. 
4 in Tallahassee. 
"Obviously, UCF needs a course man-
dated for freshman year in basic general 
manners and how to successfully at-
tempt to influence legislators!!" McEwen 
Many students were this time ... " voting against him if he 
disgruntled to find the of- votedformorebudgetcuts. 
ficials they wanted to And not all of the notes 
speak with were not in ·Dr. Dan Holsenbeck were signed by UCF stu-
their offices. dents. 
"Students are as much constituents as 
every other person in this district," he said 
"I don't see why they should have any 
problem with constituents expressing 
their opinions." 
Examples of some of the Holsenbeck said the Both Holsenbeck and Leek said that 
for the most part, people are very im-
pressed with UCF students' lobbying 
tactics. 
notes UCF students left for situation was isolated but 
• said in the letter. 
McEwen included:. unfortunate. 
"So1pe of us are working our way "It reflects their ignorance of the pro-
"I think they should realize that a well 
behaved organized group is better re-
• ceived than a mob plastering an office 
when the legislator happens to be at a 
through school, you know - you're not cess.at this time, at least this particular 
helping. I want an education and I want group," he said. 
someone who can help. We're trying - Holsenbeck said that tactics like the 
Howaboutyou?Didimention-IVOTE! ones used by the note writers were 
"UCF students do the best job of any 
other group in the state ofrepresenting 
their peers and their institution," 
Holsenbeck said. 
· Election probleni.s still continue 
as candidates accuse each other 
by Sandra Pedlcini 
STAFF REPORTER 
The campaign may be over, but the 
bickering over election statute viola-
tions is still going strong. 
Pi Sigma Epsilon president Georgine 
Chong has filed a grievance against 
, David Mann for speaking in front of 
the professional business fraternity 
about his campaign before election stat-
utes allowed. Mann said 
DiBona's expenses because last year 
he did not include tax on the report. 
The sales tax would have pushed him 
over the limit. 
But election commissioner Kim 
Atwood and DiBona both contend that 
the shirt is Rado's personal property. 
Although Kim Atwood advised 
DiBona to include the shirt on the list 
of campaign expenses and list it as a 
cost of $0, DiBona says he doesn't in-
tend to. 
he would object to this ~~~~~~~~ "It's a principle to me," 
DiBona said. 
• 
charge and the previous 
fine that was issued for 
early campaigning an-
other fraternity. 
DiBona said he had 
., _nothing to do with the 
grievances against Mann. 
He said they were just vol-
~ unteeredbystudentsinthe 
"/ 've come to 
expect botched 
elections from 
SG." 
"It doesn't surprise me 
that he [Mann] would do 
something like that," 
DiBona said. 
DiBona called Mann 
"comic relief' adding, 
- David Mann "David Mann lives his life 
FORMER CANDIDATE. in an appeal process, but 
he has the potential to do organizations. 
In the meantime, Mann 
said he plans to file a grievance against 
Jason DiBona regarding a shirt that 
DiBona's girlfriend Emily Rado wore 
at last Thursday's candidate forum. 
• Mann said that the shirt violates 
election statutes because it was from 
last year's election. 
He complained that because the shirt 
cost the candidates nothing this year, 
it constitutes second-hand advertising. 
some good." 
"I haven't been appeals crazy, "Mann 
said, "I've come to expect botched elec-
tions from SG." 
Mann also contends that last year's 
slogan "The Spirit of the Students" 
appears on various SG advertisements 
and constitutes active campaigning be-
fore statutes allowed it. DiBona used 
the similar slogan, "Keep the Spirit," 
for this year's campaign. 
Neither grievance is expected to 
overturn the election, but the Judicial 
Coucil could fine the candidates. PLAY TIME 
He said that DiBona must declare it 
on his campaign expense statement 
and that he and running mate Warren 
Foley would be looking closely at the 
figures. 
Mann said he is suspicious of 
-Jamie Carte of the Future staff contrib-
uted to this story. 
Calvin Martin, a junior majoring in psychology, plays with Brenner 
Gayne on a swing at the Creative School. <Micha•' o.HoogiFuruRE> 
Deep budget cuts on the way, state legislators say 
by Sandra Pedlclni 
STAFF REPORTER 
They're two separate plans, 
" but they're both based on the 
same idea. 
Cuts. Big cuts. 
The Florida House and Sen-
ate passed separate versions 
of the "reality budget" on Feb. 
11. Both spending plans im-
pose deep cuts in many pro-
grams, including education, for 
the fiscal year starting July 1. 
The house passed a $29.8 
billion version of the budget , 
and the senate voted for a $29. 7 
billion spending plan. The 
house budget would cut spend-
ing by an additional $527 mil-
lion, and the senate budget 
would cut spending by $535 
million. 
Both plans go to a confer-
ence committee of house and 
senate leaders to discuss dif-
ferences. 
Then they will go to Gov. 
Lawton Chiles for approval. 
Chiles has drafted an in-
vestment budget that raises 
almost $2 billion through new 
taxes and fees, but it seems 
that Republican strength, 
coupled with conservative 
Democrats, will mean no new 
taxes in Florida. 
The house and senate have 
also passed a bill taking an-
other $167.3 million from the 
1991-92 budget because ofnew 
revenue shortfalls caused by 
the recession. The governor has 
vetoed some but not all of these 
cuts. 
All this means fewer classes 
and services for UCF. 
SG officials were upset but 
not surprised by the house and 
senate decisions. 
"Basically, we weren't think-
ing that they weren't going to 
make the cuts," Jason DiBona, 
student body president, said. 
"We need to come1 on stron-
ger than ever to find new rev-
enue," he said. 
DiBona said that the sena-
tors and representatives will 
have to raise taxes before they 
can fix Florida's financial cri-
ses. 
"It's not the most politically 
sound thing to do," he said, 
"but they have to look beyond 
politics sometime." 
SG Director of Legislative 
Affairs Tom Leek agreed with 
DiBona and said that UCF 
needs to lobby even harder for 
tax reforms and other ways of 
getting the revenue back. 
This year, SG officials have 
promised to come on even 
stronger than ever in their lob-
bying tactics. 
They will continue to orga-
nize letter writing campaigns 
and rallies as well as other 
lobbying activities like their 
annual legislative breakfast. 
SG also plans to try to get 
students registered to vote so 
they can have more of a say in 
state government. 
But so far, Leek doesn't 
think that things look good eco-
nomically for Florida and UCF. 
"Next year is going to be a 
scary year," he said. 
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Maintain quality, Lombardi says 
by Julie Young 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Dr. John Lombardi, president of the 
University of Florida, told UCF fresh-
men on Thursday that their continued 
pursuit of quality would guarantee their 
success later in the American work force. 
spoke to the freshman and their par-
ents about the importance of their 
achievement. He also thanked the par-
ents for coming to show their support 
for the students. 
Freshman Cindi Wooley, a volleyball 
player with a 3.4 GP A, said she was glad 
UCFhonoredfreshmenachievements. Last 
semester Wooley took 15 credit hours and 
played volleyball, but she still found time 
not only to study but to have fun. 
RobertBryan, UCFinterim president, 
introduced Lombardi, who advised stu-
dents to "maintain that level of quality" 
during their career at UCF. Lombardi 
was the distinguished speaker at the 
Freshman Honors Convocation, which 
honored freshmen who achieved a 3.0 
grade point average during their first 
semester at UCF. 
Student Body President Jason 
DiBona, former freshman honoree, 
'There were alotoflatenights," she said. 
When freshman honoree and Sigma 
Phi Epsilon pledge Jeffrey Clarady was 
asked ifit was difficult to stay focused 
on school rather than partying, he re-
plied, "No, not really. The fraternity 
requires a minimum of eight study 
hours in the library." 
John Lombardi, University of Florida president, congratulates UCF 
freshmen at the Freshman Honors Convocation. (John Rlvera1FuruREl 
WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT 
TAN·FASTI UE TANNING SALON 
WHERE 1HE SUN ALWAYS SHINES! 
WE ALSO DO: 
•NAILS (ACRYLIC-GELS)! 
•INFRA-SLIM BODY WRAP! 
•EYEBROW & LEG WAXING! 
REEDY PLAZA - 10376 E. COLONIAL 
MON-FRI a:30am-9pm SAT 9-Spm SUN 12:oopm-s:00pm 
282-6042 
i:o VISITS Fon s2s.oo 
I,_.. M-c-.-lv-1s-A-.-IA_M_E ......... Xl (SIGN UP A,FRIEND AND GET 2 VISITS FREE) 
25¢ DRAFT BEER NITE 
9-11 :OOP.M. 
D. J. - DANCING 
9-2:00A.M. 
TUESDAY 
$1.00 DRINK NIGHT 
ALL WELL DRINKS 
AND DRAFT BEER. 9-11 :00P .M. 
ALAND AR 
-of events-
WEDNESDAY 
"GATOR" CuP N1GHT 
$5.00 Buvs A CuP 
AND ALL THE DRAFT YOU 
CAN DRINK 9-11 : 00P. M. 
KARAOKE - SING ALONG 
THURSDAY 
LADIES NITE 
LADIES DRINK FREE 
9-11 :00P.M. 
D~J. - DANCING 
9-2:00A.M. 
FRIDAY I SATURDAY 
D.J. - DANCING 
9-2:00 A.M. 
I 
If you pion on to~ing tho ! 
SAT ond you feel you mignt I 
need a litlle exlro push on 
your scores; The Ron~. in 
Educational Group hm 
created on Intensive 
preparation course to 
prepare you specifically tor 
lheLSAT. 
831-8833 
$50.00 
DISCOUNT 
With this od. 
UNCOVERE~PERFORMANCE 
~ 
SPORT SANDALS 
The Universal 
• Comfortable, secure fit. 
•Built-in arch support. ·Easy on .and off. 
• Soft nylon straps. • All T erram sole. 
!Jo.Rollerblade.,,. 
Have a great time 
on us. 
There's no better way to spend the day than enjoying simple 
pleasures with a special friend. So, don't let the best time of your life 
pass. you by. Put on a pair of Rollerblade® in-line skates. 
RdAllbladd is a regislnd 11'adllllllk al Rdllfljde, Inc. 
e 199t Rcli.tllade, Inc. 
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Bailey named Marwick professor 
The university and Florida bring Charles Barley to UCF 
aS a new aCCOUnting prOf9SSOr.(courtesyofaccountlng/FUTURE) 
by Kelly Hofer 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Accounting School com-
pleted the $100,000 pledge for 
· the prestigious KPMG Peat 
Marwick Professorship. 
UCF joins about 32 other se-
lect universities in receiving the 
honor this year. 
Dr. Charles D. Bailey has 
been recruited at UCF to be 
named the Peat Marwick pro-
fessor for accounting. 
Florida matched funds of 
$50,000 toward salary supple-
ments and scholarly activities. 
UCF is one out of hundreds .of 
universities to be awarded a 
professorship. 
Bailey had discovered an ad 
in the NationalAccountingJour-
nal and applied for the Marwick 
professorship. It honors facultJ: 
for excellence in accounting edu-
cation and research. 
Thom Evans, director of the 
school of accounting, assisted in 
the selection process along with 
Richard Huseman, dean of stu-
dents of the College of Busi-
ness, as well as a Marwick rep-
resentative. 
''We recruited Dr. Bailey with 
the professorship in mind," 
Evans said. The committee fol-
lowed standard university re-
cruiting procedures in choosing 
Dr. Bailey. 
"He fit the criteria we were 
looking for with an established 
research record, good teaching 
abilities and a concern for ac-
counting education." 
Bailey, a well-known re-
searcher of auditing and be-
havioral accounting, gradu-
ated with his doctorate from 
1 MONTH FREE 
Book.s Tor The Performing f15 fine Arta 
Tra.ditionul Coffee 11ouac 
RehcurMI 6tudio6 
WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT WITH 
CARPET, DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL 
OF THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS: 
•RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF 
•WALK TO SHOPS, BANKS, 
AND MOVIES 
•THE ULTIMATE IN 
CONVENIENCE 
•ONCOUNTYBUSROUTE 
UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS 
./do me. Avenue, U017 SOLON DR • 
ORLANDO, FL 273-4097 
• 
A LIVE-INTERACTIVE TELECONFERENCE 
FEBRUARY 25, 1992 1:00-4:00 PM EASTERN TIME 
Presenters: 
Dr. Richard Keeling- Dir. Student Health ·and Assoc. of Internal Medicine, Univ. of 
Virginia/Chairperson AIDS Task Force/Board of Directors, American College Health.Assn./ 
President-elect, Int'l Society for AIDS Education/Chief Consultant-Health Advocates. 
• 
Pat Fabiano, MA., Wellness Consultant, Western Washington University, Bellingham, Washington 
Regina]d Fennell, Ph.D., Dept of Physical Education, Health and Sport Studies, Miami 
University, Oxford, Ohio. 
Annie R. I.om.ax, M.S., Asst. Director, Health Education, University of Delaware, 
Newark, Delaware. 
Eric ~trom, Health Advocates, Charlottesville, Virginia. 
Target Audiences; edm;:ators, counselors, clinicians, and students working to promote sexual health 
in a variety of colleges and universities - including community, urban, and commuter campu$c:s. 
Topics: 
Join Us at 'lf/Jil& \!l/011® !Pll~~Lil 
sponsored by 
The Student Health Service 
Georgia State University and 
joins the faculty as the firs t 
Marwick professor. 
"This gives Dr. Bailey recog-
nition for past research and pra-
fessional accomplishments, 
which make him a valuable re-
source to the school of account-
ing," Evans said. 
Bailey instructs students in 
the new doctoral program as 
well as undergraduates. He ex-
pressed his enthusiasm and 
honor to be selected to the 
School of Accounting, saying 
"the · students here are excel-
lent and highly motivated in 
each of the classes." 
The Peat Marwick Founda-
tion, in conjunction with pro-
fessionals in the field, contrib-
utes $20,000 a year for five 
years to reach the desired goal 
of $100,000. 
GRADUATION 
FROM PAGE 1 
faces, Engert said. Engert said 
that the committee decided on 
the Orlando Arena so the large 
number of graduates could have 
one ceremony without a re-
stricted number of guests per 
graduate.· -
.According to Engert, the cost 
of the ceremony will be more 
than$10,000. Therentalfeefor 
the arena is $5,000 and an addi-
tional $4,000 will be used to hire 
working personnel from the 
Arena. The source of the money 
to pay for the fees has not yet 
been determined. 
Tubbs acknowledges some 
seniors disagree with the deci-
sions and explains/'W e have 
considered pros and cons, but 
any changes we make will dis-
agree with someone else's plans. 
It is hard to make everyone-
happy." 
DiBona and Griffith encour-
age students who disagree with 
the decision to sign a petition at 
the Student Government office . 
+American Red Cross 
BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER 
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Cre 1ive program offers flexible .day care on campus 
by Chris Gonnering 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF Student Government 
and the Creative School for Chil-
dren have come together to be-
gin a new day care program 
called Flex Time. 
The day care program is de-
signed for UCF students who 
have children, but it is also 
open to faculty, staff, Research 
Park employees, alumni and 
the community. 
The entire program took two 
years to put together. It opened 
because there was a need for 
day care at a reasonable rate. 
Jeff Laing, former student 
body president, and Jason 
DiBona, his vice president, se-
cured $50,000 for the facility 
two years ago. 
This year, another $20,000 
was secured for its operations. 
Flex Time expects to open the 
first week of March. 
''We are anxious to get started 
and get people involved," said 
Delores Burghard, director of 
the Creative School. "We need 
to let people know so they can 
register or request enrollment." 
But Flex Time is more than 
. just a day care program. Its main 
goal is to provide children with 
an educational experience in a 
safe environment. 
It also provides opportuni-
ties for children to develop skills 
in self discipline. 
"It is a fantastic service be-
cause it is not just babysitting, 
but an educational approach to 
day care," DiBona said. 
Flex Time is unique because 
it has a day and evening pro-
gram. The day program runs 
MondaytoFridayfrom 7:30am. 
to 5 p.m., and the night program 
is Monday through Thursday 
from 5 to 10 p.m. 
It costs $20 to register, with a 
10 percent discount for siblings. 
For children of students, it is $2/ 
hour or $12/day. For faculty, 
staff and Research Park em-
ployees the service costs $2.50/ 
hour or $15/day. Alumni and 
community members pay $3/ 
hour or $15/day. 
For more information about 
the day care program contact 
the Creative School or Student 
Government Offices. 
Runners take on 5K to support ·AIDS/HIV cliildren's charities 
by Bill Cushing 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Last Sunday the Run For Life 5K 
road race marked a second major event 
in the AIDS Awareness Service Project 
being conducted by UCF's Pi Sigma 
Epsilon. 
PSE, the national professional sales 
and.marketing fraternity, has been in-
volved with AIDS awareness since De-
cember. Its first majorfund-raising drive 
began earlier this month as the frater-
nity members organized a Friday night 
concert at the Wjld Pizza. 
The five-kilometer run over the week-
end, like the concert, was conducted to 
raise money for Serenity Hous~, a Cen-
tral Florida residence for children who 
are HIV positive. 
the fraternity and sorority with the most 
participants. 
OrlandoresidentMark Caseyfinished 
first overall with a time of 18:09. The 
first UCF student to finish was Max 
Crawford, who placed second with 18:21 
and Jay Herring finished third in the 
male division with 18:47. 
UCF student Nichole Grappo was the · 
top finisher in the female division, clock-
ing a 22:23 time. Anah Medina, who· 
later joked that she only ran to keep her 
husband company, finished second at 
25:16 while third was taken by Marlen 
Zunigo with a time of 25:30. 
The sorority with the largest number 
of runners was Delta Delta Delta while 
PSE took the award for fraternities. 
Although Drake is normally a runner 
himself~ he did not join the group that 
morning. 
"Well I was running all week,"he said. 
The next event PSE has scheduled for 
According to Bill Drake, a marketing 
major and the event's director, more 
than 75 runners turned out for the race 
that started at 9 a.m. by Lake Claire. 
Trophies were awarded to the top three 
male and female finishers as well as to 
AIDS Awareness is Feb. 29 when Ray's About 75 runners participate in the Pi Sigma Epsilon SK Run For Life 
Knight Out Pub holds the 10th Year to help raise funds for AIDS awarness. (John Rtvera1FuTUREJ 
Reunion of The Dead Pie-s. 
lRlS ft 
FOR YOUR 
ENGLISH 
TEACHING 
SKILLS 
In Bulgaria, a young 
woman is eager to learn 
English-for her it is the 
language of opportunity. 
With English, she can read 
the books that have oeen 
banned in her country for 
40 years. 
In Cameroon, a young 
man stares at a job 
application form. He wants 
to.work for a locally based 
company which has many 
opportunities for 
employment around the 
world, but he cannot write 
in English well enough to 
fill out the application. 
In a community in 
Thailand, the farmers are 
desperate to improve the 
productivity of their crops , 
but they have trouble 
reading and following the 
directions that come with 
the new fertilizers 
available to them. 
The Peace Corps can 
send you to places where 
your English-teaching 
skills can make a big 
difference to people who 
want to learn. The Peace 
Corps pays your transpor-
tation costs, proyides 
medical and dental care, 
gives you a living allow~ 
ance, and hands you a 
check for $5400 at the end 
of your 2-year tour. What 
other first job out of college 
will offer you all that? 
Stop by our information tJble TCDAY: 
Breezeway at Bookstore 
9 : 3 0 faNt t 0 3 : 3 0 Rv1 
TIIE ARBORETIJM OF TIIE UNIVERSDY OF 
CENTRAL FLORIDA 
EXPRF5SF.S TIIANKS 
TO 
TI-IE MEN OF TI-IE FIGHTING NIGHTS BATIAUON, 
ARMY ROTC, 
TO 
!vffiMBERS OF ALPHA PHI OMEGA SERVICE 
FRATERNITY,PSI OMEGA CHAPTER 
AND TO 
!vffiMBERS ·OF 1HE TARFLOWER CHAPTER, FLORIDA 
NATIVE PIANf SOCIETY 
Who volunteered their Saturday, February 8th, 1992, to an incredible 
muck-wallowing, boot -sucking, swamp - tromping environmental rescue 
mission, recovering thirty-seven Needle palms and other plants from a 
future highway construction sight to relocate them in the Swamp Habitat 
Reconstruction Site of The Arboretum, on the University of Central 
Florida campus. 
Thanks! 
( 
( 
l 
ELECTIONS 
FROM PAGE 1 
Mann had promised new, 
innovative proposals for the 
state legislature to help fund 
education and criticized the 
planned on-campus shuttle 
system. He also intended to 
take away the vice president's 
role as president of the senate, 
instead letting the senators 
choose their own president. 
Although Mann had an or-
ganized campaign and concrete 
goals, DiBona had two advan-
tages that proved to be insur-
mountabie to Mann: incum-
bency and a strong base of 
Greek support. 
Mann has struggled to rid 
himself of the "anti-Greek" la-
bel he has been stuck with ever 
since he criticized using activ-
ity and service fees to fund the 
Greek system. 
DiBona has made himself a 
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high-profile figure for the last 
year, while Mann has been po-
litically inactive since last fall 
when he was defeated in races 
for senator. 
The fact that Wick and 
Pellosie gathered only 2.2 per-
cent of the votes didn't bother 
them. They laughed and joked 
"I DON'T IDO WEEKENDS~" 
I * I ~ 
·. 
"Because working part-time at 
UPS ... I don't have to. They have five-
day schedules that leave your weekends 
free. Work morning, noon, or night hours 
that work around your class 
·schedule. And get paid holidays and 
vacations. 
"That's plenty of time to study or 
recharge. And I make plenty too ... 
almost $10,000 a year for working about 
4 hours a day. UPS knows students · 
value time as much as money. 
'J\t UPS, most students work in Oper-
ations and some in Accounting, Indus-
trial Engineering, I. S. and Customer 
Service. So if you don't do weekends, do 
contact UPS." 
Applicants are being considered 
for your local UPS office. For 
interviews or more information about 
UPS,. see your school's career 
development or job placement 
center. UPS is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
M/ F 
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US. 
. ' 
......... ~-·· ............. r4••···· .. ······~· 
- . 
(t What's YOUR Problem??? (t 
If you have a problem ... This Place Stinks!!! 
Yak!Yak!Yak! 
. . 
. 1, ·(he can-'t ~ tpJ«, Ule1U ~ ~ ~ can-• . 
. . 
( ' 
----. STUDENT GOVERNMENT ----
ne S'e~1t of th,e S'ta~l(ti.S" 
PRESIDENT • JAsoN A. D180NA . • V1cE PRESIDENT • MARK G. Dogo/1 , 
, 
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DiBona retains tide, 
but needs to regain 
students' respect 
T hank God it's over for another year. . That's right, faithful Knights, we have all endured the horrid presidential elec-
tion. The season that makes the average student 
take the long way to class just to avoid the annoy-
ing vote pushers. The season that, if you survive, 
makes you glad to see the end 
This election plays a lot like last.Jason DiBona 
and his many loyal supporters pulled yet another 
election and will reign supreme over UCF's Stu-
dent Government. 
Accepting the position means that DiBona has 
one more chance to change things around this 
university and it also means he has more power 
than any other student. (He has over $~ ·million 
worth to be exact.) 
As a campaign promise, DiBona said he hopes 
to increase ties with the student population. He'll 
start by imposing a hiring freeze and that means 
he'll delete student jobs in the SG Mac Lab, the 
student center and, he promises, even the execu-
tive cabinet. 
Let's hope all of those brownie-point hours 
DiBona's workers spent outside the voting booths 
secured their jobs. 
He calls the plan "restructuring'' and says that 
SG simply won't rehire for the positions that are 
vacated this spring. He'll probably argue that the 
paper just doesn't understand the positive points 
of this so-called comprehensive plan. The way we 
see it is that he'll ax student jobs orJy after he's 
used the student support. 
We want to commend him for standing up to the 
challenges of DiBona's incumbency, Greek sup-
port and, of course, the Election Commission's 
ridiculous accusation, which was affirmed the the 
SG Judicial Council (all of whom are currently 
under DiBona's Administration.) 
If DiBona wanted· to avoid the pettiness of 
election statutes violations, he should have coun-
seled the people he appointed as election commis-
sioners about the First.Amendment. It's that little 
addition to the Constitution that allows free speech 
for everyone, even for candidates to tell any person 
of groups of people that they are campaigning for 
office. The Election Commission's inane accusa-
tion that Mann violated election statutes by tell-
ing a fraternity about his campaign was bullying, 
plain and simple. 
But then again nothing is simple when dealing 
withSG. 
Where did the election commissioners come up 
with the idea of the two envelope system with 
voters writing their names, social security num-
bers and college on the outside envelope anyway? 
Sure, the election commissioners say they're not 
going to look at the names ... but we'~just feel a lot 
better if the temptation to lookju8t wasn't there at 
all. If the goal is to encourage students to vote then 
signing away their life is definitely the wrong way 
to go. 
Lets' say the hoorays and let DiBona have his 
year AGAIN. Maybe by next year candidates can 
have a decent election ... then again, maybe the SG 
clique needs it to be a process filled with bureau-
cratic bullshit just to maintain 'control. 
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• KING OF SLEAZE 
Editor: 
This is about Dave Meadow's 
"Out of Bounds" commentary on 
Mike Tyson. Meadows has almost 
- but not quite - put his finger 
upon of the true corrupting influ-
middle class whores who exchange 
their silence and complacency for a 
status-quo cash flow, allowing the rich 
and powerful to continue their rape of 
the poor and the powerless. 
Webb Harris 
English 
ences of Tyson's career and also of • REMEMBER HELMETS 
America at large: avarice. 
Meadows briefly notes a link Editor: 
between Tyson's demise and his AccordingtoarecentarticleinBicy-
connection with promoter Don cling magazine, "about 10 milliOn 
King. Let's elaborate. As long as he Americans are regular cyclists and 
was tutored and managed by men another 23 million ride once and a 
suchCusD'Amaro,JimmyJacons while." Among these 23 million occa-
and Bill Cayton (who willingly re- · sional riders are cyclists who commute 
duced his shares ofTyson's purses to UCFs main campus. But how many 
for the sake of their relationship), oftheseridersusecommonsensewhen 
Tyson was a straightforward, seri- it comes to safety? Not many. 
ous athlete· who seemed ro have Last year, the International Cy-
overcome his tragic past. This was cling Union, cycling's governing body, 
true, for a time, even after adopted an article in its regulations to 
D'Amato's death. Enter Don King require all racers to wear so-called 
(boxing's lord of greed and sleaze), "hardshell" helmets. This was a much 
Donald "Money is Everything" needed statute because helmets re-
Trump and Robin Givens (who, duce injury in accidents when cyclists 
swearing her marriage to Tyson collide during an event. Why is it that 
hadnothingtodo.withhisfortune, more than 50 percent of the other 23 
sued for $125 million anyway). In million Americans choose not wear 
shortorderTysonlosthisfirstfight protective gear such as helmets and 
and began to use and abuse other gloves? Racers during an event have to 
humanbeingswitharagesuperior worry about their fellow racers, but 
to his brutality within the ring. Florida cycJists need to worry about 
,Yes, Tyson is responsible for his the increasing problem of traffic. 
won actions, but his career is an In the Jan. 30 issue of the Future, 
objective lesson in the corrosive an article was printed on bicycle acci-
strength of modern yuppie dents on campus. Surprisingly, there 
scumbags and other gold-hungry wereonlytworeportsofaccidentsdeal-. 
millionaire low iifes. ing with a car and a bicycle. I say 
Meadows suggests boxing is surprisingly because I see few stu-
better off without Tyson. Perhaps. dents wearing some type of helmet or 
But I suggest boxing, and every- protective gear. They. have been very 
. thing else in this country, is even fortunate, but I foresee an accident 
more better off without Kings and betweenaUCFcommutercyclistonor 
Trumps arid Givenses, presidents off the campus in the .near future. 
who shamelessly trade lives for oil You and other students are prob-
profits, corporate exe9s who close ably saying, "Why do I need to wear a. 
American factories in favor of for- helmet around the campus or when I 
eign slave labor and our upper- am riding on sidewalks?" This is true 
to some extent. There really is no 
need for a helmet inside the cam-
pus itself, but the second they ride 
on any of the roads around campus 
or the sidewalks of Alafaya Trail 
and University Boulevard, every 
safety measure should be taken - · 
including a helmet. A friend of 
mine, who luckily does wear a hel-
met, was recently cut off on the 
driveway portion of the sidewalk 
on University. If he had been hit, 
there is no telling what his injuries 
might have been. There is one 
thing for certain though, if he did 
collide wit;h the car and he was not 
wearing a helmet, there would be 
an enormous chance that he would 
not be here today. Do bicycle patrol 
officers Jeanette Bratburd and 
Steve Carmagnolainform students 
of these dangers of riding without 
a helmet or just "iDform cyclists on 
· campus of the rules?" 
Your headline, "UCF bicyclists 
can pedal without fear," is ironic 
because that's what they should be 
doing. It sends the wrong message 
to everyone who commutes to the 
UCF campus. The article gave the 
readerthesensethatbecausethere 
have been a low number of acci-
dents reported that it won't hap-
pen ro them in the future. But it 
will. And there is a way to predict 
how serious it will be. A helmet 
reduces the chance of a serious 
head injury. 
Technically, bikes are consid-
ered vehicles in every state. A study 
by Bicycling magazine confirms 
that a large portion of society be-
lieves that bikes are inappropriate 
formostroads. They wish we would 
stay on the sidewalks and in the 
parks. With this attitude, cyclists 
can not depend of the auro to look 
out for us. 
Paul Comazzi 
accounting 
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MLK? lVlalcolin X? How about honoring Paul Robeson? 
Bill Cushing 
WHAT'S NEXT? 
A s Black History Month draws to a close, several observations seem to merit being made. The uni-versity, as always, did an extravagant job in 
promoting the 65-year-old celebration of ethnic pride and 
self-affirmation. 
However, there are several points of conjecture that 
UCF might well consider. And one major case of neglect 
needs addressing, not just within the university com-
munity but throughout the nation. . 
One personality that has been visibly invisible 
. throughout the many Blaek History celebrations was, 
once again, ignored in 1992. 
Paul Robeson is a man neglected. 
Born in 1898, on the "eve" of the 20th century, 
Robeson became one of its most powerful voices for 
equality and human suffrage. At the age of16, the same 
year that D. W. Griffith's epic of racism, "Birth of a 
Nation," was released, Robeson was waiting tables. 
As a student at Rutgers, he was one of only four 
undergraduates in ducted into Phi .Beta Kappa and was 
named class valedictorian. He was also named as an 
All-American football player twice while playing on a 
predominantly white team. . , 
In 1919 he became a major part of the Black 
Renaissance in Harlem and entered Columbia 
University's College of Law. He was forced to with-
draw because of the pervasive hatred he met there 
because of his skin color. 
·nuringthis period he also became openly involved in 
the movement for equal rights. He met and befriended 
W. E. B. DuBois and James Weldon Johnson. After 
visiting England, he found it to be a nation relatively 
free of the prejudice he encountered, however guarded 
it was, in his own country. 
Robeson began promoting Socialism, an ideology 
greatly at odds with the prevailing winds of conser-
vatism then blowing across America in the late 
1930s and beyond. 
By the time our nation's paragon off ear and hatred, 
Senator Joe McCarthy, began weeding out the "Red 
Menace" with his bullying tactics, Robeson had fallen 
into disfavor. He was the first American officially 
banned from television. He was "bugged" by FBI direc-
tor J. Edgar Hoover. 
Today few people are familiar with him and, of 
those who are, it is generally, and sadly, more for his 
leanings to the left- a situation caused more by the 
injustices he experienced than any personal propen-
sity toward radicalism. 
He is largely ignored as one of the driving forces 
within the civil rights movement later taken up by his 
"descendants:" Martin Luther King, Andrew Young 
and Jesse Jackson. 
He has never even been nominated to the College 
Football Hall of Fame, an honor he certainly deserves. 
One man, however, has done something to alleviate 
this situation. 
Four years ago, Random House published "Paul 
Robeson," a thorough investigation of Robeson's life 
written by Martin Bamul Duberman, a professor of 
history at the City University of New York. 
Now it has been released in a less expensive, soft 
cover version. . 
"Paul Robeson" is highly recommended reading for 
its personal feel, its accessibility and its incisive histori-
cal content. 
And because Paul Robeson deserves the attention. 
Last week's question: What are the main differences between the Kennedy-
Smith and Tyson rape trials? 
........ - . . 
"It might be because of the stature of 
the Kennedys. Also the fact that Tyson 
had a previous record was an issue. I 
don't think that it was a r~cial thing. 
-Mark Smith 
Industrial engineering 
"I don't think that it was a response to a 
racial thing. I don't know-I think Tyson did 
it." 
- Debbie Moser 
medical record administration 
This week's question: 
"I don't think Tyso.n was guilty. Actu-
ally I don't think that Kennedy was guilty 
either. I think Tyson was caught in the 
aftermath of the King ordeal." 
- Sam Mccombs 
economics 
"/ think that they had more prior records 
on Tyson. They had records on Smith, 
but they didn't seem to take that into 
consideration." 
- Marcelo Egulno 
aerospace engineering 
Does Patrick Buchanan pose 
a ·threat to Bush ID getting the 
Republican nominatjon? 
Call The Central Florida Future's hotline with your view at 823-3956 
•••••••• a&ae#•.a.& • •••••••~•••••••••••.,•• ,. .. ,.,. 
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GREEK CORNER 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI 
Sun Bank was FAB! Congrats to Kathy, 
Zari, & Yexenia On Pledge Offices. 
Pledges be PREPARED for Fri! Good 
Luck! Congrats Mrs. L. Thanx Mujeeb. 
DISNEY Tues. LET'S GET MOTIVATED! 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
Congratulations to Jeff Laing and Mil 
Natalie Costa on their engagement to be 
married. Friday there will be a happy 
hour at the house@ Spm. New mem-
bers have a great retreat this weekend 
and learn about yourselves and A T.Q-
We 'II see you there! #1 A T.Q floor hockey 
is starting up and again will be the team 
to dominate. 
DELTAGAMMA 
Two in a row! All the participation & 
teamwork paid off 1st place in spirit, 1st 
in banner, 2nd in Quarter Drop, 2nd in 
serenade, 2nd in pageant (yeah Mary) 
& 1st place overall! Thanks, Sig Ep 
Great Queen of Hearts Week. Chapter 
Retreat this Sunday. Congrats to new 
Big/Little Sisters. Welcome to ET Melin-
da Rezmer. Happy B-day to Wendy, 
Joann & Candy! 
DEL TA SIGMA Pl 
The Picnic was Great! Sorry, for those of 
you who missed it. Don't forget, Rose 
and Thorn this Saturday evening at the 
Park. Proud to be a DeltaSig!!! 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
Top 10 Events aTa Thinks Should Be 
in the Winter Olympics 
1) Best ice skating interpretation of Milli 
Vanilli song. 
2) Sub-Zero water treadin·g and ice fish-
ing contest. 
3) Freestyle Zamboni 
4) Baby Seal Clubbing (notice: no baby 
seals wore dubbed to write this joke!) 
5) Yellow snow eating contest. 
6) Synchronized lesbian figure skating. 
7) Slalom Midget Tossing 
8) Swedish Bikini Team Hot Tub Chal-
lenge 
9) Avalanche Survival Simulator 
1 O) Best Reenactment of the Wide 
World of Sports Ski Jump. 
PHI GAMMA DELTA 
Good 8-ball season guys-not! We had 
fun anyway. Congrats to Dave K.I FIJI 
sftbl looking good! Have a good week-
end Dan? Just a reminder retreat this 
weekend, don't miss it. Go FIJI! 
Pl BETA PHI 
2 more days until CRUSH! To all our 
hot dates, we'll see you SAT. 9:00pm 
at the Holiday Inn, rooms C&D. Hey 
Awsumb! You're an awesome sis of the 
week. Good Luck to all of you trying for 
0-team. 
Pl KAPPA ALPHA 
Brothers & pledges, don't forget 
Founder's Day Sat. Be sure to get your 
money .in to Darryl by tomorrow. Con-
gratulations Dan C. & Keith M. on tour-
nament. PIKE is it...as usual. 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Queen of Hearts was a great success! 
Congratulations M' and all sororities on 
a great week, together we raised over 
$1500 for the Am~rican Heart Associa-
tion. Also congratulations to Sigma Phi 
Epsilons 1992 Queen of Hearts-Stacy 
Young-! Great job on the week Mark 
Sutton! Don't forget regional this week-
end & carwash Saturday. LOOKER(S) 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
PowderPu~PowderPuff 
•Powder Puff 
Coming Feb 26-29th Games Wed-on 
the Education Green ... Sat-Kickball at 
the Int. Fields ... OK Girls-This is for you!!! 
Play Hard ... Kickball! 
Pl SIGMA EPSILON 
·Great job with the 5K run! Special 
thanks to Craig & Bill for all of their 
hard work. Keep up the good work pro-
spective members! Don't forget Friday's 
at 4:30 a the pub!! 
CLUB INFO 
A.A MEETING EVERY WED. 12-1 pm 
STUDENT CENTER RM 211 
ATTENTION: Please DO NOT PLACE 
ANY ADVERTISEMENTS OR FLYERS 
ON THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
NEWSPAPER STANDS!!! If anyone's 
ad or flyer is found anywhere on the 
stands, you will be notified only ONCE 
and then charged and billed for the full 
page ad rate - $420!!! 
S.W.A.T. 
The Student Wellness Advocate Team 
meets on Thursday's at 5pm in the 
Wellness Center. Come join the club 
and healthy lifestyle! 
I 
ROOMMATES 
M/F Wanted Share 211 House; 15 min 
from UCF Quiet, $220 + 1/2 utilities Call 
John 365-3420 
MF Nonsmoker 2Bd2Ba Apt AltSprings 
$250+ 1/2 util Pool etc. 3805967/ 
2950992 
Roommates wanted 2Bdrms. Available 
in 4Bdrm. Home Pool, HBO W/D, near 
Aloma & 436 Non-smoker $325 671-
7970 
Open Minded M/F to share 3 Bdrm 2 
Bath Brand New Custom Home. Near 
UCF. No Pets Study/Den Incl. $300 + 
1/2 amenities. JIM .381-0479 
Responsible M/F Roommate Needed to 
Share 2Bd1 Den2Ba $265 + 1/2 Util. 5 
mi from UCF Call 282-3419 
MINS, dog friendly for 2b/2b cond.o w/ 
dishwasher, micro, wash/dry·, pool, & 
tennis courts. Located @ Curry Ford & 
(436) Semoran for $250 + 1/2 util. . 
Phone 384-7250 or 851-7523 after. 5pm 
M/F Roommate Needed to share a new 
2Bed, 2bath DuBlix Huge Bedroom w/ 
inside Bath W/D Must be clean Call Bill 
679-4812 
Roommate Needed To Share 3Bed/ 
2Bath House near Currytord and Chick-
asaw Trail, $300/mo. & 1/2 utilities Call 
381-5211-Nonsmokers only 
FOR RENT 
MOVE IN SPECIAL! Put down a secu-
rity deposit on 2-bedroom, 2 bath Co-
lonial Pointe Apartment before Febru-
ary 29, 1992, and save $50 a month for 
the first 12 months! Call for details, (407) 
679-6061. 
Townhouse 2Bedrm2Bath Washer/ 
DryerVery clean Available now 657-7598 
FOR RENT: 2br 1 ba House $575. 1 br 
1ba apt. $390. Both very nice. Near 
Rollins. Call Steve 647-8638. 
Duplex 2Bd/2Bath Sherwood Forest 
$4 75/Month + $500 Deposit or 
$525/Month + NO Deposit 
321-1163 or 331-9334 
3 Bdrms 2 Baths near school Sussex 
Plate $590/month + $250 Deposit Move 
In by March 1st & Get 1 /2 Off 1st Month 
Call 381-9228 & Leave Msg. 
House 3Bedrm 2 bath, 1700sq. ft. WIL-
LA GROVE Subd. Off Tuscawilla ·Rd 
Near Schools. $780 mth. Lease Reqd. 
Families ONLY. 679-0266 
2Bd/2Ba Duplex for Rent w/ Washer & 
Dryer. Close to school. Call 380-641 O 
or 381-6294. 
Room For Rent $70.00 weekly includes 
utilities & large dressing room Call after 
5:30pm Will accept two students Gene-
va Area 349-9623 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 2/2 Available for Immediate 
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 
657-1967 
FOR SALE 
COMPACT DISC/RECORD SHOW 
1 OOO's of Collectable CD's & Records 
tor sale. March 1 , 1992 1 Oam-5pm 
Howard Johnson's, 1-4 & Colonial Dr. 
Orlando, FL Info: 407-282-9540 
Trundle Bed, couch w/ sleeper and .re-
clining chair. Best offer, must sell. 381 -
1721 . 
For Sale: All purpose, new tables Su-
perb Deal only $15 Call now at 425-
7020 or 381-9153 any time 
Full Size Kenmore Washer and Speed 
Queen Dryer (like new) $250 each or 
$400 both Call 366-8944 
SIS Waterbed w/ headboard $125. also 
ferret for sale 381-4565, Beve·rly 
Sofa Bed Best Offer 277-8304 
U2 Tickets . 
Miami Show 3/1/92-Alexis 823-4252 
AUTOS 
88 Suzuki Samurai: 2 Tops, Runs great, 
AM/FM Cassette $4000/Best Offer. 
275-6418 Ask for Jay 
86 Suzuki Samurai Hard Top Am/Fm 
Cassette $3200 obo Call 823-7285 
HELP WANTED 
RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from 
3-7am $7 per hr Call 297-3715 
Make up to $5000/mo. or more record-
ing video cassette tapes. FREE DE-
TAILS! CALL TODAY! (813) 852-8837 
(Ext JH 13) 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free 
transportation! Room & Board! Over 
8,000 openings. Male or Female. For 
employment program call 1-206-545-
4155 ext 1381 
Wanted Hardworking and motivated 
Student (Marketing/Sales) for Part-time 
Work (15-20hrs) hourly rate plus com-
mission. Call John at 657-0115. Hours 
9am to 5pm Mon.-Fri. 
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM 
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs. 
Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus 
receive a $1000 bonus yourself. And a 
FREE WATCH just for calling 1-800-
932-0528 Ext. 65. 
Excellent Sales Opportunities Available 
for mature students. Must have depend-
. able transportation. No sales experience 
required. Paid Training. 407-294-8779 
10-2P.M. 
PLASMA DONORS SAVE LIV~S 
Earn up to $100 per month for 2 visits 
· per week/New donors or absent for six 
months bring this ad for $5 bonus/Stu-
dent appointments avail. Smoke Free· 
Environment/Community Bio-Resourc-
es Inc. 1122 W. Church St. Orlando 
841-2151 Mon-Thur 6:30-6:00 Fri 6:30-
4:00 Sat 6:30-12:00 
LIFEGUARDS WANTED: Please con-
tact Tracey 382-4019 Leave Message 
Summer internship available! Gain prac-
tical management experience in your 
hometown. All majors may apply Call 
now 1-800-443-3059. 
WANTED 
Wanted 1 or 2 SKIERS to Share Con-
do over Spring Break (5days/5 nights) 
at Snowshoe, WV. Very inexpensive. 
Call Chad at 657-1750 for details, dates, 
and prices. · 
CASH! Turn your used sports equip-
ment into cash We Buy Sell Trade Con-
sign 
Instant Replay Used Sporting Goods 
9430 E. Colonial Drive 282-GAME 282-
4263 
SERVICES 
RESUME HOUSE-professional resume 
development services by mail. Call 1-
800-637-9675 (extension 823). 
Money for College-Guaranteed!! Under-
grad, grad, athletic funding searches. 
Call 1-800-669-9419. 
Do you need a Photographer? 
Eastern Photo 
Formals/Banquets/Parents Wkds. etc. 
339-409~ Call Today! 
TYPISTS 
THORNTON DESIGN GROUP 
382-0190 
WORD PROCESSING-$3.00/page 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING-$10/pg & up 
Spellcheck * Proof Session 
3 1/2 Diskette --CC Grammarcheck 
*** WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 
366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same day service available. IBM/AT, 
Word Perteet 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast* Professional* Accurate 
February 20, 1992 11 
LOWCOST-
WORD PROCESS SERVICE: 
no job is too large or too small, 
1-2 cents/_word, 
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL, 24 HRS, 
407-423-8078. 
KCO INC Typing!WP/DP/$1.50-$2.00 
7440 University Blvd-Call 678-6735 
Slow, Sloppy, Typist. Can't Spell. 
NOT!! 
Papers Typed Quickly & Expertly . 
Everything Laserprinted. 249-2543 
Word Processing WP51 PC-Scripe 
24 PIN & Laser Printing 
Reports Theses Term Papers Re-
sumes 
Delivery Service Available for 
UCF Area 
657-9035 
LO~T&FOUND 
I 
Found 1 pair of Ladies Eye Glasses, 
Ceba 11 , 2"ld Floor, Call Lauren 322-
5641 tor more info 
- \ 
.'_JTUTORS 
LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course 
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught 
by Testing· Specialist Michael Tierney, 
897-3300 
SPANISH TUTORING CALL MARIA 
282-9872 BETWEEN 1 TO 3; AFTER 
9PM ALSO WEEKENDS ' 
SAT, AC f, GAE, GMAT TUTORING 
MORE S~ORE LESS·$$$ 249-2246 
.J. 1oTHER 
other 
SPF.ND SPRING BREAK 
in tt e BAHAMAS for $299 
Call: 384-7014 Today 
To Trade! Nice 1 Ospd Racer for All Ter-
rain Bike of Equal Value. Paid $500 3 yrs 
ago 89~--6526 
Wanted for breeding: Male AKC Gold-
en Retriever. 677-5840 
' 
:: PERSONALS 
' 
THUTHAN, Camping was tun! PBDI! 
Break is almost here-the Keys. PYRO 
CHRIS-Tomo{Tow's your B-day-You Pi-
soos god(dess). Be ready for luscious 
suprises! Dinner & Play Sat. Night? "The 
Colored Museum" 8pm SCA We should 
DO something other than Res. PAT 
HEY DUDE! I had a great.time Valen-
tine's Weekend, but IF YOU CAN'T 
TAME THE LION, STAY OUT OF THE 
JUNGLE! 
TERRI V. 
DRUNK!! 
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MARRILLIA · 
FROM PAGE 16 
coached by his father even into 
his first two years ofhigh school. 
During high school, Marrillia 
played football his first two years 
and as a sophomore was named 
All-County as a running back, 
scoring 12 touchdowns, but 
didn't play anymore after that 
due to injury. 
Baseball was where he found 
an enormous' amount of success 
being named All:-State three 
years and before his senior year 
was a Muzzino Preseason All-
American projected the fourth 
best outfielder in nation. 
Although there was a lot· of 
hype before his senior year, his 
average dropped from .500 to a 
disappointing .390. 
"I didn't have a good senior 
year because it was a weak con-
ference and the pitchers were 
not giving me pitches to hit," 
Marrillia said. 
He also has played in the 
Junior Olympics on Team USA, 
where he hit .460 in the World 
Championships on a team that 
broughthomethe bronze medal. 
SUNBELT · 
FROM PAGE 16 
several trips which cost us a lot of 
time arid money." 
McDowell said thatBryan pro-
posed thewithdrawalbasedonhis 
recommendation. It appears that 
the withdrawal is imminent; the 
only question is when·: 
'Thepresidentsofalltheschools 
in the conference will meet after . 
the Sun Belt basketball tourna-
ment is over; they can make it 
possible for us to pull out of the 
conference as early as June 30 of 
this year," McDowell said 
Amongtheconferences thatthe 
universityisconsideringformem-
bership are .the Trans America 
Athletic, the Southern and Metro 
conferences. 
"We would probably be more 
geographically compatible with the 
Trans America or the Southern 
Conference," Bryan said "Some 
people, though, when they think 
of the Metro they say Wowr be-
cause it's such a huge conference. 
"Of course we'd probably have 
to play all ofour conference games 
in the [Orlando] Arena, which 
would be great for recruiting; the 
only problem with that would be 
thefactthat we'd probably have to 
be a conference doormat for so 
longthatl don'tknowifitwouldbe 
worth it for us." 
McDowell, who has been UCFs 
athletic director and football roach 
since 198.5, stunned the university 
andthecommunityagainlastweek 
when he announced that he in-
tends to ~te one ofhis positions. 
"I just no longer feel that one 
man can do justice to both jobs," 
McDowell said last week. 'The 
timespentrecruitingplayerstakes 
away from the time available for 
administrative duties." 
McDowell willcontinuetoseive 
in both capacities for the remain-
der of this year. He will meet with 
new UCFpresidentJohn Hitt fol-
lowing the 1992 football season to 
disetiss his future possibilities. 
"We'll sit down after the season 
isover,"McDowell said, "and make 
our final decision then." 
After Marrillia's junior year 
of high school he had already 
made up his mind that he 
wanted to attend UCF. 
Growing up nearby, he had 
always watched the Knights' 
'baseball team play and wanted 
to play here. 
"I like the atmosphere here. 
Coach Bergman really cares 
about you as a person. I don't 
think I could have made a better 
decision," Marrillia said. 
Also recruiting him were col-
legiate baseball powers Univer-
sity of Miami, Arizona State, 
University of Southern Califor-
nia and Ole' Miss. 
"I visited Miami and all their 
coach Ron Fraser wanted was a 
machine. I just didn't feel com-
fortable there." 
Professional teams over-
looked him because. he had al-
ready committed to UCF after 
his junior year. 
Now adjusted to the college 
game, Marrilia has won the re-
spect of teammates. 
UCF third baseman Ty Lynch concentrates on his swing in the batters box before 
taking the plate against the Rollins Tars on Sunday. <Micha•' o.HoowFUTUREJ 
"Everyone coming in here out 
of high school is a hot shot, but 
Marrillia looks past that and 
respects the leaders on the team, 
which makes me happy to help 
him out," senior catcher Glen 
Richardi said. 
In the future Marrillia 
would like to play here for three 
.more years and get an educa-
.. ,~ .. - ATTENTION .. · 
~ STUDENTS INTERESTED IN 
APPLYING FOR AIR FORCE R.O.T.C. !!! 
II you are interested In applying for the two year 
Air Force R.O.T.C. program and thought ii was too late, 
YOU'RE WRONG m Applications are currently being accepted 
in the Biology Building, Rm. 306. Contact Captain Owens, 
at 823-1247, lmmedl~lely for further details Ill 
LuonsHIP hcmENtl STARTS Hur 
t ion behind him befor~ going off 
to begin a stint in the minor 
leagues. 
His mother has now become 
an avid Fighting Knights fan; 
she has never missed a game 
and has moved closer tO campus 
to be closer to her son. 
"My mother is the biggest 
influence in my life. She has 
always been a heavy supporter 
of me," Marrillia said. 
THE BICYCLE CASTLE. INC. 
800 E. HWY. 436 CASSELBERRY, FL. 32707 
HOURS· M-F 9 TO 7; SAT 9 TO 5; SUN 12 TO 4 
BICYCLE SALES & SERVICE ON ALL MA'KES 
BRIDGESTONE • GT• CIGNAL • DIAMONDBACK• GIANT• 
DYNO . MONGOOSE • ~oss GRUISER • OAKLEY 
10% DISCOUNT OFF ANY BIKE WITH THIS AD. 
831-7377 
CONTAC 40th ANNIVERSARY 12HOURSOF 
INTERNATIONAL GRAND PRIX OF ENDURANCE 
MARCH 18-21,-1992 
Turbocharge your Spring Break!!! 
America's great sports car racing tradition 
- the 12 Hours of Sebring, celebrates its 40th anniversary in 1992. 
Be there as Jaguar, Nissan, Porsche, Toyota, Mazda, Acura anq 
Chevrolet battle for the premier title in road racing. 
Endurance Race Starts at 10:15 A.M. 
Saturday March 21, 1992 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL TICKETMASTE~ OUTLETS 
OR CALL 1-800-626-RACE GATESOPEN7AM 
VISA/MC Accepted WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1e 
CAMPING ON PREMISES 
\ -
.. 
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Sports Quiz Answers 
First baseman Kiki Antonini attempts to catch the ball and pick off a Rollins 
baserunner during Sunday's win over the Tars. <Micha•' 0eHoog1FuruRE) Answers from Tuesday 
Get more for your money! 
largest 2 Bedrooms Near UCF -
2 bedroom/2 bath - 1,047 sq. ft. 
for only $490 per month! 
3 bedroom/2 bath at $630! 
Alafaya Woods Apts. 
3 miles north of UCF at Alafaya Woods Blvd. behind 
Publix in Oviedo! 
365-8388 
From Now On, Every Domino's Pizza® 
Is Better Than Ever. Try A Medium With 
All Your Favorite Toppings, Now Only 
s999 Another For Just s400 More. 
Serving UCF 
TENNIS 
FROM PAGE 14 
~ The Best Summer Job 
you'll ever have! 
tory. With that in mind Stetson 
forfeited completely. 
Both the men's and women's 
teams will host Jacksonville Uni-
versity on Sunday at noon. This is 
animportantmatchbecauseJack-
_soriville is the·only other Sun Belt 
Conference team on the UCF 
schedule. 
In your own hometown. 
1-800-443-3059 
NEW YORK 
$23800 
DENVER 
$28SOO 
LOS ANGELES 
'30800 
DISCOUNTED 
EUROPEAN 
AIRFARES 
"We're pointing to that match 
right now," Falkenberg said, "be-
cause it is a key for us to achieve 
high seeds in the conferenre tour-
nament in April.,, · 
Reach Out 
With Love 
Air Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply. 
• 
Limited space - reserve eartyl 
Bryans Travel Inc. =====~ United Way 
THE HEART 
OF FLORIDA - courteous service to UCF students 
9442 E. COLONIAL• 282-5100 
ORANGE · OSCEOLA · SEMINOLE 
Ml NOBODY . KNOWS : · .~altlNO'S. 
How You Like Pizz.a At Home. 
r--M;~;;Pi;;Wtth-1 
1 Unlimited Toppings 1 
l Just$999! l 
I Get a second for just $4. 00 more! I 
I (No double portions, please.) I 
: 1u11 Tax not included. Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with II 
· any other offer Delivery areas l1m1ted to ensure safe driving I . Drivers carry less than $20.00. ~1992 Domino's Pizza, Inc I 
1 ~ • · ® Expires 3/15/92 I 
..---------------1 Roommate Pleaser I 
I $699f I I Just ' I 
I MEDIUM pizza with TWO toppings and I 
I TWO cans of Coca-Cola® classic or diet I 
I Coke®. (Available in Pan or Original.) I I I. 
111"11 Tax not included. Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with I · any other offer. Delivery areas J1m1ted to ensure safe driving I 
I • Drivers carry less than $20.00. ~1992 Domino's Pizza, Inc 1. • · ® Coupon Necessary Expires 3/15/92 
r-~------------~ 
1 Large Pizza 1 
I AtA I l Medium Price I 
1
- Order your favorite LARGE pizza and pay 1
1 
.896-3030 
I the price of a MEDIUM of equal value at I regular menu price. 
l Ml Tmot motvdod v,,,," ''"'"'""' '"""°'' "'' "'" "''° l I ~ any other offer Delivery areas l1m1ted to ensure safe dn\1~g • Drivers carry less than $20.00 f1992 Domino·s Pizza. Inc I 12213 University Blvd. I L!! • · ® Coupon Necessary Expires 3/15/92 I .._ ______________ 
Li-CF-1 
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Tennis season wracked by rain 
by Jenny Duncanson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Sun Belt conference has 
not been so sunny for the 
Knights tennis team as the sea-
son gets underway. 
Both the men and women's 
teams have postponed matches 
and canceled practices due to 
unacceptable weather. 
Both teams had to resched-
ule their matches with Stetson 
University and the University 
of North Florida. The women 
were raine<J out at the rematch 
with Stetson and then canceled 
the match altogether. 
But even on the s~ny days 
the teams are having a hard 
time shining. The women began 
the season with a 1-2 record and 
the men are 2-3. 
The men played Rollins, an 
NAIA power. UCF lost all nine 
matches. 
"Rollins is good, but we should 
have won a couple," said UCF 
head coach Gail Falkenberg. 
"fm disappointed we didn't win 
MEN'S B-BALL 
FROM PAGE 16 
said after the game. 
On Monday night, UCF took 
Arkansas State to th~ wire, los-
ing in the final seconds as 
Phillips missed a last-second 15-
foot jump shot. 
The 1,007 fans in attendance 
were treated to a show to be 
remembered, including the 
Magic Girls and Stuff from the 
Orlando Magic. 
The Running Knights pro-
vided some excitement of their 
own, taking the Indians (15-8), 
second in the Sun Belt confer-
ence, to the wire. 
The 72-71 defeat crone despite 
perhaps the Knights' finest per-
formance as a team all year. UCF 
star center Ken Ueks rebounded 
from a dismal showing againSt 
New0rleanstoscore26points, 14 
rebowidsand three blocked shots. 
UCFwill play three more Sun 
Belt conference games this sea-
son with two on the road and a 
final home game against Texas-
Pan American. 
+American Red Cross 
BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER 
several individual matches." 
The next competition for both 
the men and women was the Col-
lege of Boca Raton. The Knights 
couldnotcomeup with the victory. 
The men lost all of their matches 
and the women lost 6-3. 
''They are real strong in the 
NAIA," Falkenl;>erg said. "They 
have some international stu-
dents who have come to play 
college ball. The No. 1 men seed 
for Boca Raton is ranked num-
ber 225 in the world on the ATP 
men's circuit. But anytime you 
play against a level above your-
self, you will improve." 
The Knights' number one 
seed, Eric Berg; began the sea-
son undefeated. But he is suf-
fering from a cold and has since 
suffered losses to Rollins and 
Boca Raton. 
While Falkenberg felt the 
men could have done better, she 
was surprised at the perfor-
mance of the Lady Knights. 
''The women's team has been 
doing better than expected 
against some difficult schools," 
Falkenberg said. 
Andrea Voges defeated her 
opponent 6-2 and 6-1. Georgia 
Peruzovic also handed her op-
ponent a loss, 6-1 and 6-0. 
The doubles team of Dina 
Caputa and Michele Plant won 
for UCF1 6-2,6-0. They remain 
undefeated for the season. The 
performance of Plant and 
Caputa has enabled them to 
move from number three seed to 
number two seed. 
The next matches for both 
teams were to be the make-ups 
with Stetson. The women's 
match was again rained out. 
The first men's match was 
called due to rain with UCF 
ahead 3-1. Two more singles 
matches were underway but 
would have to be replayed. 
On the day of the match, one 
of Stetson's players came down 
with the flu and had to forfeit. 
Then the Knights would only 
have to win one more individual 
match to gain another team vie-
TENNIS continued page 13 
4tl~i,•• 
FR·EE Grand 
Beach Parties JAMAIPI 
• OCHO RIOS on TUESDAYS l "" 
• MONTEGO BAY on WEDNESDAYS 
• NEGRIL on THURSDAYS Great Beaches 
. . . 1000's of Students 
Games, Competlt1on and Prizes plus , Big Name Reggae Music 
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT . Party Atmosphere <no "ge limitJ 
LOW COST.FOOD & DRINK 
FREE entrance with student ID 3 nts. from $254 ea. with AIR 
Miani, (nictNk M· Th), Quad, Add $25 for Orlando (SlXl. & Tiu 
Spring Break-"Jammin' In Jamaica"· Pick-up your copy NOW 
. ALL WAYS TRAVEL TRAVEL CONNECTIONS UNLIMITED 
6978 Aloma • 678-7888 · University & Goldenrod • 679-5499 
CREATIVE DESTINATIONS TOURS OF THE TROPICS TRAVEL 
CAlL NOW! • 332·4499 5003 Old Cheney at Colon lal • 273·0103 
UNIGLOBE THE TRAVEL CONNECTORS 
10073 University Ave.· 679-6889 
pp---------------~ r ma . Coupon Catalogue l 
1BUY ONE ' I 
: GSErONE · FREE! : 
I 6" Sub of comparable value With this coupon I 
I One coupon per customer please. Not valid fl i I j l I I J \ •• I double~ or in ~mbination with other f ; ~
rs or specials. V al1d through 3-20-92. . 
--------------p---------------~ r .... Coupon Catalogue l 
I BUY ON·E FORJUST I 
: GET"ONEP'~ 99¢ : 
I Footlong Sub of comparable value With this coupon I 
I One coupon per customer p~. Not valid Iii I 
ouble ~or in ~mbinationwithother ~ i I J t 11 I J • \ 1 ~ 
rsorspeaals. Val1dthrough 3-20-92. -- • ·- -'- -
--------------
CChartes K. Morrow/FUTURE) 
Are you short on cash? 
Tax $$$ in as little as 48 hours. 
TAX AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE 
Electronic filing 
Loans against tax refunds in 48 hours 
Complete tax preparation 
Special tax package rates 
Complete supply of IRS forms 
Complete insurance, business, retirement, 
and estate planning · 
C.all now for a 
free student consultation and ask 
about complete fee deferral with refund loan. 
Located in the Suncrest Village Shopping 
Center -at the corner of Dean Road and 
University Boulevard. 
407-678-2829 
r;;~;~~~~~~;u~t'l 
I
: Jusr$5!! 
1
: 
coupon 
I One coupon per customer please. Not validliil I 
for double~ or in ~mbination with other ~ i I J f 11 I J • \ 1 
offers or spectals. Valid through 3-20-92. - - • • - - • - ~ 
,,---------------~ r · . Coupon Catalogue l 
I $1.00 OFF " I
I I 
1 ANY FOOTLONG SUB 1 
I . With this coupon I 
I One coupon per customer please. Not valid Iii I 
for double meat or in combination with other ~ i I J f 11 I J • \ 1 !J 
rs or specials. V al1d through 3-20-92. • 
--------------
" 
,, 
< I 
r 
· .. 
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. Time again for the Boys of Summer to fly down south 
• 
JasonLesko · 
AROUND THE HORN 
meet their favorite players an opportunity. even without Bo (hamstring pull) Jackson. 
It's also common for fans to meet the players on the Their are a few new faces on the club this year, 
golf courses or in the local bars where many players mostly due to a blockbuster trade with the Mets that 
frequent after practice. brought Greg Jefferies and Kevin McReynolds over for 
It's that time again, baseball fans, the time when Unlike Arizona though, it's much harder to try and Brett Saverhagen. 
towns like Plant City, Vei:-o Beach, Winter Haven and catch every team in action by visiting all the parks. In Quality baseball can also be seen in Winter Haven at 
Port St. Lucie are put on the map. Arizona all the teams are stationed around the Phoenix Chain O' Lakes field, where the Boston Redsox train. 
It's time for the Boys of Summer to travel south to metropolitan area, with the exception of the San Diego For star viewing, the Sox and the Dodgers are the 
1'1orida and Arizona to engage in the rites of spring. Padres, who train in Yuma. In Florida the sites range teams to see in Central Florida. 
Eighteen teams make their annual trip to Florida from Dunedin, which is north of'Tampa, to Homestead, The Sox can offer names like Roger Clemens, Wade 
.. to bask in the warm sun and work out the winter which is an hour south of Miami. Boggs and Ellis Burks, along with former star Ted 
kinks to prepare for the rugged 162-game schedule If yo~ have the time, it is definitely worth the trip to Williams, who frequents camp and often is veey 
that awaits them. at least catch the teams playing in Central Florida. accessable to the fans. 
It'sthetimewhenrookiesvieforthefewrosterspots The Orlando area is fortunate to have four teams Dodgertown in Vero Beach, where the Los Angeles 
• available on the big team, playing next to aging veter- training within an hour's drive. Dodgers call home, is afan favorite. Th~ outfield is lined 
an,s looking to prove that they have one more mile left The closest is the Houston Astros, who train at with bushes that form the fence. 
in their bodies. Osceola County stadium in Kissimmee. To go along with the informality of the stadium, 
• To the fans in Florida, spring training means a Unfortunatelywit.hHouston'syouthmovement,they there are no dugouts - the players simply sit on 
chance to see major league baseball played on the haveverylittletoofferfansinthewayofexcitement,or benches,givingfansanup-closeview. 
scene. It also provides an opportunity for fans from the all-starEfor that matter, but you can go to see the teams The stars are definitely out in Vero, where Tommy 
• teams' hometowns to take a vacation, head to Florida they play. Lasorda, Oral Hershiser, Brett Butler, Darryl Straw-
and catch some sun while catching an early glimpse of Baseball City near Davenport, where the Kansas berry, Ka1 Daniels and newly acquired Eric Davis lead 
their favorite teams in action. City Royals' spring base is, provides fans with a great the Dodger attack. 
.. _ Practices are open to the public, which provides an place to watch baseball. The stadium is set up like Providing campus interest, the UCF baseball team 
opportunity to view the players informally. Plus, most Royal stadium in Kansas City, where waterfalls and takes on the Royals 1 p.m. March 5. Tickets are $3 with 
of the stadiU;ms offer great access to the players - shrubbery outline the outfield fence. all proceeds going to the UCF baseball program. They 
• 
• 
giving autograph seekers and people that just want to Additionally, the Royals can offer exciting baseball can be purchased by calling 823-1000. 
No_ Secrets 
No Hazing -
If you have any questions regarding UCF' s newest fraternity, Delta Upsilon, please 
do not hesitate to call one of our representatives, Brian Russell, Steve Sams, or Scott 
Crater, at 823-4804. Find out about our Rush Week of February 24-28 
Delta U silon Fraternit 
Suppose you 
could save more 
lives than w ere 
lost in Vietnam, 
Korea and 
World War II. 
The Diabetes Research Institute at 
the UniversityofMiamiisnowcreating 
what the world has needed for so long. 
One state-of-the art facility where 
the finest medical minds and most 
advanced technology in diabetes 
treatment and research can be 
brought together from around the 
globe to work together on a scope 
and at a pace not possible before. 
Diabetes has been waging war 
against all of man.kind for centuries, 
a silent killer claiming lives in every 
nation on earth. 
But now, with your help, we have a 
chance to win this war once and for all. 
For all man.kind. 
Until we find the cure, we must 
share the pain. And the hope. 
Diabetes 
Research 
Institute 
University of Miami 
School of Medicine 
8600 NW 53rd Terrace 
Suite #202 
Miami, Florida 33166 
TollFreel •800•321 •3437 
Join Our Mission. 
Together, We Can 
Outlive Diabetes. 
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Winds of change sweep over UCF Athletics 
by Dave Meadows 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
except football, in which it plays as an NCAA Division 
I-AA independent, untillastyearwhen theASC merged 
with the Sun Belt. 
other school from Florida that competes in the Sun 
Belt, which has its headquarters in Metairie, La. 
That geographical incompatibility has caused some 
untimely - and expensive - travel plans for the 
Athletic Department, whichalreadyisfacinga$192,000 
\ 
The UCF Athletic Department shocked both the 
university and the community with two startling an-
nouncements this month. 
The Sun Belt has contracted with the Sports Chan-
nel to televise all conference games. UCF informed the 
Sun Belt of its contract with the Sunshine Net work at 
the time of the merger. 
budget deficit. ·~ 
The men's basketball team has had t{> make three 
separate road trips to Louisiana this season as well as 
The Athletic Department announced two weeks ago 
that it has filed a petition to withdraw its membership 
from the Sun Belt Conference due to a television 
contract dispute. 
"We regret very much having to leave the Sun Belt 
Conference," said UCFs interim president Dr. Robert 
A Bryan, "but we just couldn't work out the dispute 
over television rights. 
a trip to Arkansas and a trip to Texas. P 
UCF is in the second year of a three-year contract 
with the Sunshine Network, which carries the Run-
ning Knights' basketball games. The contract was 
signed while UCF was still a member of the former 
American South Conference. 
'The two networks werejustunwillingtocompromiseat 
all; it finally took ajudges ruling, after all the legal fees had 
mounted up, to rule that both of them would televise the 
(Jan. 11) game against Jacksonville." 
"We wanted to try to schedule our away games so 
that we would only have to make one or, at the most, 
two trips to that region of the country," said UCF 
athletic director and head football coach Gene McDow-
ell. "As it turned out, we ended up having to make 
The university competed in the ASC in all sports Jacksonville Unjversity, along with UCF, is the only 
Running Knights rocked, 
rolled by Sun Belt rivals 
by Ron Cannl 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF Running Knights got their 
boat rocked by the New Orleans Priva-
teers on Saturday before 1,332 onlookers 
at the Arena and then came back to give 
Arkansas State a rocking of their own 
two days later, only to lose in the final 
seconds. 
The losses Saturday and Monday night 
dropped UCF to an overall record of9-15, 
2-11 in the Sun Belt Conference. 
The University of New Orleans (15-
11,7-5), a team that went to the NCAA 
tournament last year, proved to be too 
much for the Knights, handing them 
their fourth straight defeat. 
New Orlean'.s game plan was appar-
ent from the start. 
"Our strategy was to get Leeks out of 
the game early and extend the perim-
eter, limiting their shot selectiOn by way 
of a 3-2 defensive zone," said New Or-
leans head coach Tim Floyd. 
The Privateers executed perfectly as 
Leeks was contained to just four points 
in the first half and a total of 12 for the 
game. 
Albert Legette was UCFs high scorer 
with 16 points, but along with shooters 
SinuaPhillips,DarrylDavisandRayCarter, 
he too was highly pressured on offense. 
suffocating him on defense for the rest of 
the game. 
"When I saw that they weren't letting 
us establish an inside game, I tried to set 
the tone from the outside. But their zone 
was effective; it forced us to hurry our 
shots," Carter said. 
Conversely, New Orleans drowned 
UCF in the first half from the inside as 
well as the outside, shooting an incred-
ible 75 percent from the field. . 
"I was surprised at the shooting of my 
players. As a coach, I can't count on that 
kind of performance for every game. It 
wasjustoneofthosedayswhereallofthe 
guys had a great feel for the basket." 
The onslaught continued as the Pri-
vateers went on a 13-2 run to start off the 
second half. That proved to be the knock-
out punch as UCF failed to get any kind 
of rally going beyond that point. New 
Orleans' dominance on both ends of the 
court was evident throughout the game. 
UCF head coach Joe Dean said, 
"They're great inside, they played well 
outside; there was nothing we could do." 
New Orleans' inside game was con-
trolled by NBA prospect Ervin Johnson, 
the Privateers' 6-11 center. He scored a 
· game-high 19 points, pulled down nine 
rebounds and_ was a menace on defense. 
UCF's woes continued as Howard 
Porter and Jarrod Denmon sat the game 
out with injuries. 
"At this point we're just not at that 
SUNBELT continued page 12 .. 
UCF shot a mere 35.3 percent from 
the field. Ray Carter seemed to get the 
hot hand early, hitting two three-point-
ers in the first five minutes of the game., 
but New Orleans responded quickly by 
level. Maybe someday we will be," Dean UCF center Ken Leeks lets a hook shot fly against Arkansas State. 
Leeks scored 26 points and hauled in 14 rebounds. <M1c11ae1 DeHOOSJ1FuruRE) 
:MEN'S B-BALL continued page 14 
ManiDia gifted with ability, heart 
by Jason Lesko 
STAFF REPORTER 
When tremendous athletic ability is 
combined with a heart that overflows in 
desire, the chemistry translates into an 
incredible athlete. 
UCF freshman centerfielder Tony 
Marrillia is one of the lucky athletes that 
has incredible natural ability and works 
hard honing his skills. He has come to 
campus prepared to play in any role the 
team needs him to. 
"Tony is doing exactly what we had 
hoped he would be doing this early," 
·"·:':':':~:'''·:"'"'~':'" . head coach Jay Bergman said. 
UCF.'s freshman centerfielder Tony Marrillia (11) scampers back to first 
base against the _Rollins Tars Sunday afternoon. <Micha•• 0eHoog1FuruRE) 
Thus far this season Marrillia is set-
tling into his role superbly, going 8-27 at 
the plate while playingwellin centerfield. 
At the start of the season Marrillia 
was hitting lower in the line-up to ease 
him in by not putting as much pressure 
, . . . TRIVIA ANSWERS page -13 
on him. He adjusted to the college game 
well and now is in the lead off spot to take 
advantage of his abilities. 
Marrillia can do all the things a lead 
off hitter needs to do; he can put the bat 
on the ball, hit to all fields and steal 
bases. He was clocked at a 4.4 40-yard-
dash, which is equivalent to the speed of 
one of the faster wide recievers in pro 
football. 
"He's a special freshman. Normally 
we try not to put too much pressure on 
the younger players but because of his 
ability, and that he has a lot of outside 
experience in the Junior Olympic along 
with playing in Cuba, he would tend to 
mature as a player faster," Bergman 
said. 
Growing up in nearby Tavaras, 
Marrillia played baseball from T-ball on, 
MARRILLIA continued page 12 
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Black History Month interview: 
llJllMU . MUTIMll 
"Malcolm X discovered the problem. He left it to 
our .generation to find out what the solution is." 
by Bill Cushing 
Ajamu Mutima can recall a good portion of 
Florida's historythatmanywould prefer to forget. 
Although his family lived in New Smyrna Beach, 
he was born in Daytona. 
"I was born in Daytona be- ing a visit Awolowo made to 
cause there was no colored sec- Gainesville in the 1980s. 
tioninNewSmyma'shospital," · ·"I was interested in African 
he said. "I attended Mainland culture," Mutima explained. 
High School. I was part of the "He was an artist. He was 
· first desegregation, forced de- responsible for a lot of creative 
segregation." things that happened." 
Although those early phases of Awolowo became a spiritual 
integration were difficult, espe- guide for Mutima'sdevelopment 
cially for a young boy who was the rather than a teacher or tutor. It 
only black in an all-white school, was a different kind of educa-
Mutima grew up comfortably in tional process. 
an "extended family" situation. "I learned a lot from him," 
Later attending the Univer- Mutima recalled. "But it's not 
sity of Florida on a basketball like he sat down and said, This 
scholarship, he studied both is what we're going to study'." 
anthropology and sociology. He In his role as griot, Mutima 
also discovered an interest in has performed at art exhibits 
the theater, which became a andfestivalsallovertheSouth-
natural outgrowth of what he east, but he also is involved in 
now does. the education of children and 
Since the late 1970s,Mutima has conducted workshops for 
has been involved in theatrical state prisoners. It has given 
performances, including a one- him the opportunity to see se-
man show he performs periodi- rious deficiencies in our 
cally depicting actor, singer and nation's institutions. 
political activist i m nor. angry, 
Paul Robeson. · I'm not protest-
In 1980, he ing," he said. "fm 
founded the not against any-
Acrosstown Rep- thing. We have to 
ertory Theatre, a discuss it. Right 
Ga i n e s v i 11 e now there's a lot 
project that per- of polarization, 
forms established but that's human 
andoriginalwork. nature, and hu-
Mutima is also man nature isn't 
considered a griot, a 17th century the greatest thing in the world." 
French word describing travel- He recalls a story from his 
ling poets, musicians and enter- repertoire. 
tamers from North and West Af- In it, a man wearing a hat 
ricawhosedutiesincludedthereci- with a different color on each 
tation of village history or stories. side is walking down the road 
Mutimainsiststhattechnically and passes between two friends. 
heisnotagriotsince,bytradition, Later, as the two discuss the 
such titles are generational. He incident,afightbreaksoutwhen 
noted that when the late Alex they come to the subject of the 
Haley began research on his color of the hat. In the nesuing 
Pulitzer Prize winning book, narrative, the man appears at 
"Roots," he first went t.o a griot the trial the two attend follow-
"What I do is essentially the ing their fight 
same, because I deal in philoso- It is there that the villagers 
phy and history," he said. discover that the reason the two 
It is a calling he began when saw a different color hat was 
he came under the wing of because each was looking at the 
Orisamola Awolowo, a mentor half that was exposed to them. 
or "babolosa" Mutima met dur- Laughing, the man tells the 
Ajamu Mutima, a storyteller in the African tradition, relaxes in the backyard of his 
Gainesville residence. (Courtesy of Mejgan Zia) 
townspeople that because they 
are human, they do not see ev-
erything, and because they do 
not see everything, they fight. 
"We've got to get beyond hu-
man nature, and that's the great 
thing about 'The Man in the 
Black and Red· Fila.' You can't 
see everything. You're only see-
ing one side." 
"We've got t.o de-racialize and 
get rid of this caste system which 
says that, because of the color of 
my skin, you think you know 
everything about me," he said. 
''You don't," he added em-
phatically. He noted the re-
cent incident involving Chief 
Circuit Judge John Santora in 
Jacksonville. After several dis-
paraging remarks concerning 
interracial marriages and 
blacks in general, the judge 
was recently called down from 
his seat by the Florida Su-
preme Court, although he is 
still serving as a judge. 
''W~re always emphasizing our 
differences,neveroursimilarities," 
Mutimacontinued. "I mean, we've 
got two eyes, one nose, got t.o go t.o 
the bathroom. We breath the same 
air, we come from the same earth. 
We eat the same foods. Some-
times we eat the same foods with-
out even knowing it. We all came 
from the vagina; we have so much 
inoommon." 
However, he doesn't neces-
sarily see the solution in the 
current labels being used as 
identification for minorities. It 
is a practice that he saw going 
wrong during his youth. 
"In the '60s it became really 
redundant to call ourselves 
black, because negro means 
black," he said, bringing up the 
word niger as an example of 
how language becomes misused. 
"Why does the word have so 
much of an impact on us," he 
asked. "It doesn't make sense. 
It'sjusta word. Infact,nigercan 
be found in the Bible; it means 
black. Lookattheriver. ltmakes 
sense. You think it's 'ni-jer'?" 
As an artist, he feels actions 
can grow out of his perfor-
mances, and, for that reason, 
he emphasizes every 
individual's cultural or na-
tional heritage. 
"If you are ashamed of your 
ancestors, you are ashamed of 
yourself," he said. "Your ances-
tors gave you your looks_. It 
doesn't matter who you are, it 
doesn't matter how you look. If 
you don't like yourself, how are 
you going to get along with any-
body else?" 
"It's not something to be 
ashamed of. It's something t.o be 
'proud of. rm an African. rm 
aware of it, and I don't hide." 
"It happens on both sides,"he 
noted. "Blacks have racist atti-
tudes; whites have racist atti-
tudes. It's a situation where civi-
lization has gotten to a point 
where there's no sense of direc-
tion, there's basically just a 
breakdown." 
The solution is not that diffi-
cult, Mutima said. 
"We've got to move on. That 
day will come - even though it 
doesn't look like it now- where 
people all will be living together 
and working together." 
"Malcolm X discovered the 
problem,"Mutima observed. "He 
left it to our generation to find 
out what the solution is." 
............................................................................................... 
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Poet Emerson recalls reV'ealing emotions in autobiography 
Reviewed by Bill Cushing America as a child srowawayfrom Brevik, Norway. 
It follows his growth and maturation as an Ameri-
Since 1935 William Everson has written six books of can, ending with a reconciliation of sorts between the 
prose and 38 collections of poetry. Now, through Black two as Everson writes, 
Sparrow Press, he has embarked on an autobiographical "A true skald, 
work with 'The Engendering Flood," the first part of a He was born to sing. In song 
series to be known as "Dust Shall be the Serpent's Food." ·He lived, and singing 
However, thisisnottobethetypicalautobiography. Died. Now I, his son, 
What Everson intends is to reproduce his life in the Sing for him." 
tradition of the epic poem, and ''The Engendering In "Hidden Life," the reader meets Everson's mother, a 
Flood" acts as the first insrallment of his undertaking. Catholic of German and Irish descent who was born in 
It is divided into four parts or cantos ("canto" being the Minnesota on a Christmas Day and moved from city to city 
Italian word for song), the whole piece dealing with his in her youth following the death of her mother. 
Norwegian herit.age as well as his parent.al lineage. She finally settled back in Minnesota where she 
The four cantos begin with "In Media Res," . meets the traveling Norwegian musician who -
a phrase from the traditional Greek format is to become her husband after an on-again, off-
that means "to be in the middle of things.". again period of finding each other that marks 
ItisApril 7, 1945. Eversonnarrat.eshisthoughts the beginning of'The Hollow Years," the fourth 
during his father's funeral, as well as 1 I I and final canto of this volume. 
recalling what happened during his ~ I = This chronicles the marriage of 
mother'sburialfiveyearsearlierwhen,in . his parents and their settlement in 
a violent reaction to her death: ' B F Selma, Calif., where Everson and his 
"I crawl~d to my feet, dizzily erect, and ~K ACa si~ling~aree~entu~l~bom.andraised. 
lookedatthedeath-setlipsthathadcursed decay in any form - be it personal or 
me, the cahn folded hands that had never blessed me." remote-is a powerfully overwhelming and saddening 
As one of World War Ifs conscientious objectors, · experience for him. He notes, 
Everson can claim to being one of those who have been "And the disparity 
·truly a civil disobedient, a man "who denied the State Sraggers me. From the pits of privation 
its injunction to kill" as he witnessed: To ·the couches of ease; from the hazards of the body 
"Europe convulsed in a tenracular p~oxysm, To the surfeit of the soul, the revolution is complete. 
The powerful American sweep For fortune itself is parlous; one can survive its lack 
Thrust deep in its vitals, boring remorselessly in ... " But hardly its largesse; brazen ostentation, 
His second canto, "Skald," comes from the terminology The masks of pride, envelope the unwary; 
for the Scandinavian minstrels, and it follows the youth Complacence and superficiality, 
and yowig adulthood ofhis father, a man who arrived in Its pretentious habiliments, cannot conceal 
S2.{)() 
Mi11d ~r-a\er-\ 
§liPPen' ~iPPle\ 
Zipper- tiead~ 
1.2li Ur-aft 
The st.ark anatomy of gluttony 
And the groin of lust; the salacious copulation 
Of money breeding money." 
"TheEngenderingFlood"isaworkthatdepictsAmerica's 
growth through the eyes of individuals, particularly immi-
grant individuals who are, ultimately, those people that 
made this nation what it has ever been. It is as much 
national history as it is personal history and, in that way, 
is a return to the real traditions of poetry. The writing has 
a lyrical quality to it that lends itself and, in fact, almost 
demands to be read aloud 
"Ihus far, my immediate lineal background," Everson 
writes. "Book Two will begin my personal odyssey." 
(-' 
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'Shining' offers romance 
is revealed and Linda sees him off, not 
by Suzanne Lake knowing where he will go or for how long 
he will stay. 
If you're in the mood for a World War Months later, after Linda and Ed 
II romance with afresh and suspenseful reunite at a U.S.O. benefit, news has it 
story, check out Melanie that there is a need for a 
Griffith andMichae!Dou-== spy to penetrate a par-
glasin "ShiningThrough." ticular German official's Lind~ (Griffith), the ~ h?usehold. Th~ugh Ed 
Amencan daughter of a disapproves, Linda m-
February 20, 1992 • Confetti C3 
Douglas evolves his choice of characters for a refreshing change. {Paramount) 
using an abundance of big band tunes, 
lyrical ballads of the time period and 
even some German opera. However, 
present to show an aged Linda telling her 
stoiy before a video-taped talk show. 
"Shining Through" is a satisfying sus-
pense thriller, period piece and love stoiy, 
and I recommend it to sentimental audi-
ences everywhere. 
affections. Unfortunately, writer DavidSeltzercre- realism strikes when black and white 
when the United States enters the war, ates a remarkably dreamy world by re- documentary footage is cut into the action 
LeLand'shigh-rankingmilitaryidentity ferringtooldHollywoodwarmoviesand and also when the story returns to the 
Oapton captures mood 
U2 sells out, bab~ Miller hosts show 
. DAVID J. SHOULBERG 
U2 has made it official. The 
"ZA>o TV" world tour will kick off 
Feb. 29 in Lakeland. The Civic 
Center show sold out in a mere 
three minutes. Riding on the 
success of their latest album, 
Achtung Baby, U2 should put 
on an amazing show ... Dennis 
Miller, former anchor-man for 
the Saturday Night Live news 
desk, has ventured into late-
night talk. "The Dennis Miller 
Show" is a talk show airing on 
WO FL Channel 35at12:30 am. 
Miller's band leader is Andy 
Sommers, formerly of The Po-
. lice ... Dizzy Reed from Guns 
'n Roses has been handed a 
paternity suit. A California 
woman is seeking $5,000 a 
month in child support ... Coun-
try singer Travis Tritt has 
stopped singing his hit song 
Implants continued page C4 
• Rush Motion Picture 
Soundtrack 
Composer and Performer: 
Eric Clapton 
Label: Reprise Records 
When I orginally saw the film 
"Rush," one of the first things 
noticable was the down and 
gritty score. It powered the film 
through its slow parts and added 
real intensity to the energetic 
points in the movie. But the 
question was, would the 
soundtrack stand as an album 
on its own merits? 
Happily the answer is yes. 
Written and performed by Eric 
Clapton, Rush marks his first 
studio album sinceJoumeyman. 
Rush is mainly an instrumental 
album (only three tracks have 
vocals). Overall the album is a 
great mix of fluid-blues driven 
guitar. Clapton does what he is 
best at, a no holds barred jam, 
stripped down to the bare mini-
~um. Similar to the movie, the 
Clapton continued page C4 
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'Medicine Man' needs own medicine for length 
by Patrick Campbell 
Some movies take a real prob-
lem in the world and try to find 
a solution for it so everyone can 
live happily ever after. The only 
problem is if they do find a solu-
tion and make it }Qok trivial 
they are insulting the people 
affected by it because as of now 
there are no easy solutions for 
these people. 
"Medicine Man" starring 
Clapton 
FROM.PAGE C3 
score is very sparse and simple. 
The power in it is an under-
statement. 
Of the three tracks with vo-
cals, two are based on a tradi-
tional blues sound. The track 
"Don't Know Which Way To Go" 
boasts the lead vocals of stellar 
bluesman Buddy Guy. 
The third track is the beauti-
ful, folksy ballad "Tears in 
Heaven." Heaven's emotional 
undercurrent is raw and real, 
possibly relating to the death of 
Clapton's son this year. 
This album represents some 
of Clapton's best work in years. 
Far better than the overblown 
live set, 24 Nights, and much 
simpler than the vocal based 
Journeyman album. 
Just EC and his guitar, what 
else do you really need? 
-DaVid J. Shoulberg 
Audio Implants 
FROMPAGEC3 
"Here's a Quarter (Call Some-
one Who Cares)" during his live 
performances. Tritt cites being I 
hit in the head constantly by 
quarters from over-excited fans. 
In Tennessee he was hit so hard 
by a coin that he had to stop the 
show because of dizziness and 
blood loss ... 
The only problem with this 
movie is it takes too long in 
exposition. Too many scenes are 
used showing Dr. Crane awk-
. wardness adjusting to the vil-
lage life and its people. Even 
though the location for this film 
provided a lot of nice landscape 
shots, they spent too many 
scenes walking around picking 
up plant specimens everywhere. 
'Meddne's' slow exposition oontrasts fast hair growth for Connery si~CB 'Untouchables.' {Paramoun1) 
Sean Connery and Lorraine aged doctor who after a failed years. He has always kept his 
Brancco has this theme. Dr. marriage decides to move to a workprivateuntilherequestsa 
Robert Campbell (Sean Brazilianrainforestwithatribe research assistant for his latest 
Connery) is an eccentric middle- of aborigines for research for six project. 
Good performances from both 
Sean Connery and Lorraine 
Brancco were given as the two 
doctors. Their fove-hate relation-
ship was obvious as was with 
their initial negative attitude 
about working together. The 
Aborigine tribe that helped them 
throughout the movie looked 
authentic with their native 
dress, ritual dances around the 
fire with ceremonial masks and 
their own unique language. All 
in all an interesting movie that 
seemed more like a documen-
tary than a movie, and hope-
fully not too long in the future a 
cure for cancer will be fact and 
not fiction. 
BUY TWO 6 11 
ITALIAN SUBS 
for only s3.99 
235 University Park 679 • 6120 
(Between Waccamaw & Baby Super Store) 
9!~~~K!,!~'!!Slij 
275-3976 438-8484 
SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL 
OUTLET 
Bring Friends ... 
Roommates ... 
and Money!!! 
BeJz Factory 
Outlet World 
Mall 2 
363-4670 
10% student discount on regular merchandise with UCF ID 
,-, 
I Bring I 
I this ad I 
I In for I · .~rjdesin(lids, Mother· of the .Bride free .· c·~NTRAL'F~ORIDASWEDDING TRADiTIO~ SINCE 1942. 
I 9itts 1 __ __:.:_ ___ _;__ __ _ 
I with I . pur· Fashion Square • 898-6122 
• • 
BAHAMAS 
CRUISE! · 
$299pe/~son • 
::~ 
• 
• 
•Two days cruising on a full-size cruise ship 
•Three all you can eat buffet meals and full use of the ship ameniti11s 
•Frve nights stay at the luxury beachfront Xanadu 
•Tennis courts (lighted) 
•Indoor/outdoor music 
•Indoor/outdoor bats 
•Swimming pool 
•1 mile of white sand beach 
•Water sports on site 
• 
• 
•Windsur1ing, snorkeling, jet skiing, scuba-diving 
•Round trip transfers from ocean port to hotel 
•All resort hoteVlodging tax • 
HURRY! SPACE IS LIMITED!! 
(Some packages will sell-out immediately) 
~FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL: 
~, Tim Phillips 384-7014 SEL~~":EAR 
We're Proud To Announce 
11 
Our "New Addition" 
Name: Oviedo Office 
Date of"Birtlz'1: Fall 1991 
Address: .Suite 202, 1410 W. Broadway Street 
Phone: 366-91'95 
Attending Physicians: 
~ Robert T. Hoover, MD Frederick A. Hoover, MD Louis Stern, MD Gary J. Jimenez, MD Howard D. Schechter, MD 
John Serrao, MD 
Distinguishing Characteristics: 
• Complete 08/GYN care, ·including infertility, 
surgery, menopause, osteoporosis, high-risk 
obstetrics and female urinary incontinence 
•Participation in most HMO and PPO programs 
~ - . 
I chase I Altamonte Mall • 339-313 l · 
L _ _J Florida Mall • 855-7 555 
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